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from them. New York's great advantage lies in the fact that it has not
only a magnificent harbor, but in addition a superb level route inland
up the Hudson and Mohawk Valleys. Moreover, it lies in the very heart
of the region where climate, natural resources, and, the accidents of his-
torical development bring the activity of America to its highest level.
A limited hinterland hinders the growth of a port even though the
harbor is excellent, as is illustrated by the experience of a ship called the
Minnesota. When she was built, she and her sister ship, the Dakota,
were the largest vessels flying the American flag. She was put into com-
mission between our Pacific Coast and Oriental ports. Unfortunately,
however, she could not at that time get a full load without a long wait.
This was so expensive that finally she was transferred to the Atlantic
side* The trouble was that on the Pacific side the hinterland contained
too few people to supply full cargoes at frequent intervals. The hinter-
land on the Atlantic side, however, was so much more populous that it
easily employed this ship and many others.
The Growth of Seaports
Why Seaports Grow Especially Fast. Seaports are good places for
most sorts of business. The people who work on ships and railroads, or
who buy, sell, and transfer the goods that pass in and out, have to be
taken care of. They provide a market for other people who sell food,
clothing, and other necessities. Still others serve as clerks, stenographers,
teachers, masons, shoemakers, mechanics, and the other kind of workers
who are needed in every large community. Thus a city arises beside the
harbor where land transportation meets water transportation.
Such a city, whether it be a port on the ocean like Baltimore, on a lake
like Buffalo, or on a river like New Orleans, possesses several advantages.
For the manufacturer many kinds of raw materials are cheaper and are
found in greater variety there than elsewhere. It is relatively easy for him
to build up foreign trade because the representatives of foreign business
houses come to seaports much oftener than to cities in the interior. The
merchant also prefers a seaport because it puts him in contact with the
markets of the world. People who are chiefly interested in art, music,
science, or other intellectual pursuits prefer seaports because many travelers
arrive, bringing new ideas from other lands. When once a seaport or a
port on a lake or river is well started it grows in spite of itself,
Concentration of Population in Seaports of the United States. The
remarkable way in which transportation by water influences the size of
cities is shown in the following table:

